
 
 

 

  

The jobs budget 
The focus is on sustaining existing jobs, job creation, job training and retraining. To support this, Budget 2020 allocates funds to 
infrastructure investment, business support, housing development and construction, an environmental jobs package, and a trades 
and apprentices package. 

It’s hard to imagine a Budget being delivered into a more singular situation. The 2020 Wellbeing Budget’s one 
job is to help New Zealand recover from the impact of the pandemic. The lockdown to safeguard us from a 
public health crisis has been phase 1. The Budget takes us into phase 2: economic recovery while staying clear 
of a second wave of COVID-19. We don’t know at this stage how many more phases there will be. 

The fear and uncertainty of the last few months has primed us to cut spending where possible and keep hold of every 

available dollar. The Budget 2020 theme is that for our economy to recover, people need money in their pockets and the 

confidence to spend it. For that to happen businesses need to be able to hold their teams together and grow. 

The Update published by Treasury in the budget papers notes that $62.1b has been made available to support the COVID-19 

response. That includes $12.1b to date and the $50b COVID-19 Response and Recovery Fund established in the Budget. 

$13.9b of the Fund has already been applied. $15.9b is marked for more kickstart measures. $20.2b is in kitty because the 

only thing we’re certain of right now is more uncertainty still to come. 
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Timing is everything they say, so when the right business opportunity presented itself, it was a relatively easy decision 

to make. 
 

I’m pleased to advise that EPA Business has incorporated Rose & Associates into our practice, effective from 1 May. The 

combined staff resource will provide our clients access to more capacity, and additionally new consulting services will 
begin rolling out in the very near future. 
 

Laurie Rose has built a very successful accounting practice over many years offering his clients a personal service, 

along with values closely aligned with my own and those of EPA Business.  
 

Laurie will be staying involved in a consulting capacity and will be working from our office along with Leita who is 
positively embracing joining the EPA Team! 

EPA Business combining resources by incorporating Rose & Associates 
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The economic response to COVID-19 from March 

forms a backdrop to the Budget. Although the Budget 

doesn’t introduce any new tax measures, it builds on 

the business support strategies: 

• a $3.2b extension to the Wage Subsidy for a 

further 8-weeks (further to the 12-week period of 

the existing scheme) for those who, in the 30 days 

before application, suffered a 50% reduction in 

turnover compared with 2019  

• broader refundability for Research and 

Development (R&D) tax credits is followed up with 

a $150m short-term temporary loan scheme for 

R&D. As incentive to businesses to continue 

investment for future growth, the loans provide 

one-off finance  

• assistance to exporting firms in a $216m boost to 

New Zealand Trade and Enterprise 

• lockdown spurred businesses to add or grow 

online operations. $10m is earmarked for small 

businesses to improve e-commerce capability. 
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Our Communities 
It’s a Wellbeing Budget: investment in health is critical. The 

brief is to keep everything going as well as being prepared 

for further response to the pandemic, with a total investment 

of $5.6b in services and $755m in capital investment, 

including: 

• $3.9b for DHBs 

• a $160m increase to PHARMAC’s budget 

• $832.5m additional funding for services to people with 

long-term physical, intellectual and/or sensory 

impairment 

• $177m for maternity services  

Transport infrastructure receives $197.1m operating total and 

$1.1b total capital, including $399.5m to replace the ageing 

inter-island ferries, and $421.7m to replace ageing locomotives 

and upgrade maintenance facilities.  

The Budget invests nearly $1b for the core provision of 

education services, as well as $186m from the COVID-19 

Response and Recovery Fund, specifically for supporting 

distance learning for students during lockdown. 

The primary sector’s critical role in economic growth is 

acknowledged in a core package of nearly $500m. $193.5m is 

pledged to continuing the Mycoplasma Bovis Eradication 

Programme and $79.6m for rebuilding the forestry Emissions 

Trading Scheme (ETS) infrastructure. 

New Zealand Department of Justice court buildings receive a 

$163.5m capital upgrade for health and safety. Emergency 

services receive $47.8m to upgrade its communication network.  

Some expenditure, such as that for adult education and water 

safety, is relatively small but could make a difference for many.  

Job creation, training and 
retraining 
 
In some sectors, it is hoped to generate activity creating new jobs. 

Other sectors will see a jobs exodus. People will need to retrain, 
either for restructured businesses or moves to other sectors. Budget 
2020 addresses this with: 

• $5b for construction activity on 8,000 additional public and 

transitional homes. Public confidence in the Government’s 

capability in this area has taken a hit. It’s yet to be seen whether 

they can meet this goal 

• $1b to create 11,000 environment jobs (including regional projects, 

biosecurity, weed and pest control, and additional DOC jobs)  

• a $1.6b trades and apprentices package (including support for 

businesses to keep their apprentices, free apprenticeships and 

training in critical industries, increased enrolments in tertiary 

education and $50m for Maori Apprentices and Trades Training) 

• $400m for a Tourism Sector Recovery Plan, recognising this is 

the first stage for a sector deeply affected by COVID-19 with a 

lot of uncertainty ahead 

• a $3b contingency boost for additional infrastructure, specific 

projects to be identified via the Infrastructure Reference Group, 

in partnership with local bodies and the Provincial Growth Fund. 
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KEY TAX DATES – JUNE 2020 

Date  Category Description 

5 June PAYE Large employers’ payment due. 

22 June PAYE Small and large employers’ payment due. 

22 June RWT RWT return and payment due for 
deductions from dividends and 
deductions of $500 or more from interest 
paid during May. 

22 June NRWT/Approved 
Issuer Levy 

Payment and return for May. 

29 June GST Payment and return for May. 

29 June Provisional Tax Instalment due for May balance dates. 

30 June FBT Last date for employers to elect to pay 
annually. 
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